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2 U. Loring et al.: Relativistic quark models of baryons with instantaneous forces
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we briey recall how in quantum eld theory bound states of three
fermions occur as poles in the six-point Green's function dening the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes as the corresponding
residua at these poles. This property of the Green's function is used in section 3 do derive simultaneously the Bethe-
Salpeter equation for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and their normalization condition in a simple and appealing way
by a Laurent expansion of the integral equation for the six-point Green's function in the vicinity of this pole. Section
4 is concerned with the reduction of the full eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equation to a six-dimensional Salpeter
equation by integrating out the relative energy dependence of the full Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes. To this end we use
a covariant formulation of the instantaneous approximation for three- and two-body interaction kernels and assume
that the full quark propagators can be suitably approximated by their free forms introducing eective constituent
quark masses. In a rst step, taking only the genuine (instantaneous) three-body kernels into account, we show how
a straightforward reduction can then be performed, thus yielding a reduced equation which may be formulated as
an ordinary eigenvalue problem in Hamiltonian form, where the Hamiltonian is hermitean with respect to a scalar
product induced by the normalization condition of the Salpeter amplitudes. Complications arise for the more general
case when also genuine two-particle interactions are taken into account. This case needs a special discussion and we
demonstrate that a reduction to a Salpeter equation in the same Hamiltonian form can nevertheless be achieved by
deriving an eective instantaneous three-body kernel which parameterizes all retardation eects of the unconnected
two-body interactions. In section 5 we present the Salpeter equation in Born approximation of the quasi potential
which constitutes the basic covariant equation of our model. We discuss the structure and main features of the Salpeter
equation and its solutions with respect to the ordinary nonrelativistic quark model. Special features discussed in this
section are the one-to-one correspondence of the Salpeter amplitudes to the states of the nonrelativistic quark model
and the additional anti-particle solutions of the Salpeter equation. Finally we give a summary and conclusion in section
6.
2 Green's functions and Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, a bound state of three particles is described by a normalized wave function
satisfying the three-body Schrodinger equation. This is in general the underlying equation for the description of baryons
as bound states of three quarks in the framework of the various phenomenological non-relativistic potential models. A
more profound basis for describing bound states in relativistic quantum eld theory is the Bethe-Salpeter equation [3]
for the so-called Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, which might be considered as the covariant analogues of 'wave functions'
in the non-relativistic case. The Bethe Salpeter equation has been rst derived for the two-particle system by Salpeter
and Bethe [3]. Taylor [4] investigated the application of the Bethe-Salpeter equation to the three-body system.
In this section, we outline a method to treat the three fermion bound state problem in relativistic quantum eld
theory by using Green's function techniques. This allows to derive the Bethe-Salpeter equation for three bound fermions
simultaneously with the normalization condition of the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes. The method is based
on the fact that in general a bound state of elementary particles, whose elds appear in the underlying interaction
Lagrangian, corresponds to a pole in the total energy of the Feynman propagator (Green's function) of the many
particle system. These poles do not arise from single perturbative Feynman diagrams, but rather from an innite
series of diagrams. In this context the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is then dened as the residuum of the bound-state
pole of the Green's function. This connection between bound states and the singularities of Green's functions was
originally the basis of the rst rigorous proof of the two-particle Bethe-Salpeter equation given by Gell-Mann and Low
[5]. However, this non-perturbative approach is clearly general and can be applied generically to the n-body Green's
function as shown for instance in the textbook of Weinberg [6]. As mentioned above, we apply this method to the case
of three fermions (quarks) only. It consists of the following three steps [7,8,9]:
1. Starting point is the six-point Green's function describing the propagation of three interacting fermions. In section
2.1 we analyze the structure of the usual perturbative power series expansion of the three-quark Feynman propaga-
tor: introducing the concept of irreducible interaction kernels for the case of three particles in a manner similar to
that of Salpeter and Bethe in the two-particle case [3], we outline, how the innite power series can be rearranged
into an inhomogeneous integral equation.
2. In section 2.5 we examine the analytical structure of the six-point Green's function: we isolate the contribution
of a three-fermion bound state to the six-point Green's function and show, how the bound state gives rise to a
pole in the total energy variable (or in the invariant total four-momentum squared). This procedure denes the
Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes of a specic bound state by the residue of the corresponding bound-state pole which
factorizes into the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude and its adjoint.
3. Finally, by a Laurent expansion of the Green's function in the vicinity of this bound-state pole and using the results
from sects. 2.1 and 2.5, we will derive a homogeneous integral equation for bound states, i.e. the Bethe-Salpeter
equation along with the normalization condition of the corresponding amplitudes. This will be done in section 3.
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2.1 The six-point Green's function for three fermions
The fundamental quantity describing three interacting fermions in quantum eld theory is the six-point Greens's
function (or three-fermion Feynman propagator), which is the vacuum expectation value of a time ordered product of
three fermion eld operators 	
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in color space. j0i denotes the true physical vacuum state and T is the time ordering operator acting on a general
n-fold product of Heisenberg fermion eld operators A
i



























































where the sum runs over all permutations  2 S
n
























Among other possibilities (depending on the time ordering considered) the six-point Green's function G represents
















. Using the technique of ordinary time-dependent perturbation theory, the six-point Green's function G may











































































































are the eld operators, the interaction
Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian density operator in the interaction picture, respectively.
2.2 The integral equation for the six-point Green's function
Using Wick's theorem for time ordered products of eld operators, the right hand side of eq. (4) may be evaluated
order by order (in the coupling constant) to obtain a power series expansion which may be represented in terms of







Fig. 1. Finite order perturbative contributions to the six-point Green's function G.
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In scattering processes (at high energy), where neither a three-body bound state nor a two-body bound state
in any of the two-particle subsystems occurs, only a nite set of diagrams may be taken into consideration. The
investigation of bound states, however, requires to go beyond such a perturbative approach, i.e. an innite sum of
diagrams (or at least an innite subset of diagrams) has to be taken into account. The reason for this is that e.g. a
three-body bound state leads to a pole of the Green's function in the total energy variable, as we will see in sect.
2.5. But such a pole never arises from a nite set of Feynman diagrams alone. To go beyond perturbation theory,
one recasts the innite power series expansion (4) in the form of an inhomogeneous integral equation, as it was done
by Bethe and Salpeter [3] for the case of two particles. Let us briey sketch this procedure for the case of three fermions:
1.) One introduces the concept of irreducibility, i.e. one classies all those diagrams appearing in the power
expansion series (4) in reducible and irreducible graphs. For the denition of (ir)reducibility in the case of three
interacting particles we distinguish two- and three-particle interactions:
{ A connected two-fermion interaction graph is called irreducible, if it cannot be split into two simpler graphs by
cutting two fermion lines only. Some examples of irreducible two-body diagrams are shown in g. 2.
{ Correspondingly, a connected three-fermion interaction is called irreducible, if it cannot be separated into two
simpler graphs by just cutting three fermion lines. Examples of such graphs are given in g. 3.
{ All other interaction graphs are called reducible. Clearly, due to the above denitions of irreducibility, reducible
diagrams can always be cut into irreducible parts.

























See g. 2 for a diagrammatic representation ofK
(2)
. Similarly, all irreducible connected three-particle graphs are added


































A graphical picture of K
(3)










in (5) and (6) indicate



















= + + + + ...-iK
(2)
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the two-particle irreducible Bethe-Salpeter kernel K
(2)



















































+= + ...+ +
Fig. 3. Diagrammatic picture of the three-particle irreducible Bethe-Salpeter kernel K
(3)
as sum of all possible connected
irreducible three-particle interactions.
3.) Apart from the connected two- and three-particle interactions, applying Wick's theorem to the right hand side
of eq. (4) also generates unconnected terms, as e.g. the bare quark propagators, but moreover all kinds of self-energy




























as indicated in g. 4.




i ++ += + + ...+
Fig. 4. Perturbation series of the full dressed quark propagators dened in eq. (7).
4.) All reducible interaction diagrams of any desired order appearing in the power series expansion can now be




using the full quark propagators S
i
F
for the inner fermion lines. This is accomplished to all orders by virtue






















































































































































































































































































































occurring twice. For a diagrammatic illustration of this
integral equation, see g. 5. In fact, the Neumann iteration of this integral equation reproduces all possible reducible
























































































x , x , x31 2
cycl. perm.




denote the irreducible three- and two-body Bethe-Salpeter kernels, respectively, represented graphically in gs. 2 and 3. Thick
arrows on quark lines indicate full dressed quark propagators as shown diagrammatically in g. 4.




consist already of an innite number of graphs
and in general cannot be calculated exactly. They are basically unknown functions and thus have to be parameterized
phenomenologically. However, the decisive advantage of the non-perturbative construction of the Green's function G
from an inhomogeneous integral equation (8) is that its solution automatically implies an innite number of interac-
tions even if the kernels are approximated by their lowest order Born terms, which constitutes the so-called ladder
approximation. Such an approximation is suÆcient in theories, where the coupling constant is small and the interaction
kernels may be considered as an asymptotic series expanded in terms of the (small) coupling constant. (In such a case
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one would expect most of the binding of a bound state to come from the repeated action of the Born diagrams alone.)
For further discussion of eq. (8) it is useful to introduce an appropriate compact notation. First let us combine the




















































This allows to rewrite the sum of the two-particle interactions K
(2)












































































In this form we can combine the two-body interaction kernels with the three-body kernel K
(3)
to a uniform integral

























Fig. 6. The integral kernel K combining the three-body irreducible kernel and the two-body irreducible kernels in each quark
pair; the lled circle denotes an inverse full quark propagator.
Moreover, we introduce the symbol G
0



























































































































































































With these denitions the inhomogeneous integral equation for the six-point Green's function can be represented in






Note that this integral equation for the Green's function G can also be written in its equivalent adjoint form, where
the operator product G
0
K G on the right hand side of eq. (15) appears in reverse order:
G = G
0
  i G K G
0
: (16)
The equivalence of the integral equation (15) and its adjoint (16) is obvious, since both equations have the same
Neumann series.
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2.3 Space-time translational invariance
































for all a 2 IR
4
. Due to this symmetry it is natural to introduce new coordinates, namely an external 'center-of-mass'





















































The space-like components X,  and  of these variables can be interpreted in the non-relativistic limit as usual center-
of-mass and relative coordinates for a system of three particles with equal mass. However, in a covariant framework
this choice is a priori arbitrary and the variables X,  and  have in general no direct physical meaning. Choosing





) in eq. (17) we nd that in fact the six-point Green's function G depends only on
translationally invariant coordinate dierences X  X
0




















)  G(X  X
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Of course, the same holds also for the triple product G
0
of the free single quark propagators, and the translation




must by themselves be translationally invariant quantities. In momentum space space-time translation invariance is
equivalent to the conservation of the total four-momentum. Consequently, as will be shown in the following subsection,
the twelve-dimensional integral equations (15) for the six-point Green's function in coordinate space and its adjoint (16)
after Fourier transformation become only eight-dimensional integral equations in the momentum space representation.
Due to momentum conservation, these momentum space representations depend only parametrically on the total four-
momentum. To perform the Fourier transformation let us dene the corresponding conjugate momenta to X,  and 
































































































































2.4 Momentum space representation of the integral equation






, i.e. the six-point Green's function, the triple product of





































































































8 U. Loring et al.: Relativistic quark models of baryons with instantaneous forces
Using the properties (21) and (22) of the new coordinate sets, the Fourier transforms can be written in terms of relative



































Due to the translational invariance of the six-point functions A the Æ-function reects the conservation P
0
= P of
total four-momentum. The remaining part A
P

















) = A(X  X
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which exhibits the exclusive dependence on the relative coordinates X   X
0













































































































































). According to translational invariance, it is useful to introduce two-particle 'center of mass'





















for (ijk) = cycl. perm. of (123); (28)
as well as their corresponding conjugate variables, the total two-particle momenta P
k








































) for (ijk) = cycl. perm. of (123):
(29)
Note that we have expressed P
k
































) in the cases (ijk) = (231)
and (312), respectively. The cyclically permuted sets of the relative momenta are obtained by linear transformations


















































































































































Using the denition (10) of K
(2)




































































































































With denition (25) of the Fourier transforms of G, G
0
and K, the properties (21) and (22) of the Jacobi coordinates
and the explicit form (26) of G
0
P
, we are now in the position to write the inhomogeneous integral equation (15) for

























































































































































where we suppressed the dependences on the indices using the shorthand tensor notation and the denition (13) of
the operator product. Note that, due to the conservation of the total four momentum, the inhomogeneous integral





. Let us therefore introduce the momentum space representation of the operator product


























































which again allows to write the momentum space representations of the integral equation (15) and its adjoint (16) in



























with the subscript P indicating the parametrical dependence on the total four momentum, which becomes important
in the next two sections for the investigation of bound-state contributions to G. Accordingly, we will evaluate eqs. (36)
and (37) at the positions P =







occur, allowing the derivation of the bound
state Bethe-Salpeter equation and the normalization condition of the corresponding amplitudes. But to this end we
rst have to know how the six-point Green's function behaves at these bound-state pole positions. This is the topic of
the next subsection.
2.5 Bound-state contributions { Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes
In quantum eld theory bound states are related to the occurrence of poles of Green's functions in the total energy
variable P
0
or, equivalently, in the invariant four-momentum squared P
2
. Here we verify this statement for the case
of the six-point Green's function G
P
.






















































The six-point Green's function (1) in general describes all possible kinds of processes with three incoming and three
outgoing fermions. The 'initial' and 'nal' fermion or anti-fermion lines, however, are not yet xed, until a particular
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time-ordering has been chosen. Here we are interested in the extraction of 'baryon' contributions to G, i.e. real bound
states of three quarks with positive energy that propagate forward in time. Therefore we shall consider those specic



















































































































































































+ other terms arising from dierent time-orderings: (41)
Now we can evaluate that contribution to the Green's function which arises from three-quark bound states (38) with
mass M, by inserting the complete set of the intermediate states j
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+ other terms: (42)
Here 'other terms' now denotes the terms not only arising from other time-orderings, but also from other intermediate
states.
We dene the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 

P
for the bound state j





transition amplitudes between the state j





















































































which appear in the bound-state contribution (42) to the Green's function G. Due to translational invariance we can
factorize the total momentum dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 

P






























































































































Thus, we obtain translationally invariant Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and their Fourier transforms which depend only
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, gives rise to a pole of
G in the total energy variable P
0
and we nally arrive at the following Laurent expansion of G
P
in momentum space































































































] by the separable product of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes


































































This typical analytical structure of the six-point Green's function G
P
in the vicinity of the bound-state P 

P
enables us to isolate the three-fermion bound-state contributions and to extract the relevant quantity describing the




{ We see that a three-fermion bound state with massM indeed gives rise to a rst order pole in the total three-body
energy P
0
















> 0. This analytical
dependence of G
P
on P is a useful criterion to identify bound states. Note that it is just the Fourier transform of
the -function, due to the particular time-ordering (40), which causes this singularity.
{ A further striking feature is that the Green's function becomes separable on the mass shell of the bound state,
i.e. the dependence on the relative momenta and also in the indices for the three incoming and outgoing quarks









































































Evaluating the inhomogeneous integral equation (36) for the six-point Green's function G
P
at the bound-state pole
and using this special behavior (50) of G
P
at this pole position will allow to derive the Bethe-Salpeter equation for
the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and the corresponding normalization condition. This will be shown in the next section.






Fig. 7. The behavior of the six-point Green's function G in the vicinity of a three-quark bound-state pole of a baryon with mass
M : Via the adjoint Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 

P
as 'vertex' (right halved bubble) the three (o shell) quarks form a bound






(denoted by the threefold line) and
nally 'decays' again via the 'vertex' given by the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 

P
(left halved bubble) into three o shell quarks.
3 Bethe-Salpeter equation and normalization condition
With the results of the foregoing sections, we are now in the position to derive
{ the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, which is an homogeneous integral equation de-
scribing the bound states relativistically,
{ the normalization of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes.
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This can be done simultaneously in a simple and appealing way by a Laurent expansion of the inhomogeneous integral
equations (36) and (37) for the six-point Green's function G
P
in the total energy variable P
0
around the bound state
pole at P =

























where the dependence on the four momentum P appears only on the left hand side. Here 1I is the identity for the




































































is the inverse of G
0
P

























































































Equations (51) and (52) imply that G
P




















In order to obtain an equation for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and their normalization condition from (56), we
use the analytical dependence of the six-point Green's function G
P
on P in the vicinity of the bound-state pole at

P





in the variable P
0
around the bound-state energy !
P
. Due to eq. (47) we nd a Laurent expansion
of the Green's function G
P
















































and analogously for the operator H
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= 1I order 0
(59)




, i.e. the Bethe-Salpeter equation, and the normalization condition.
1




;P) and P = (P
0






do not depend on P
0
,
as they are on shell amplitudes by denition.
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3.1 The Bethe-Salpeter equation for three bound fermions
















] = 0: (60)






the operation (35) of H
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Here the operator product of a six-point function H
P
with a three-point function 

P





















































































= 1I gives the adjoint













Inserting denition (55) for H

P




, we bring the Bethe-Salpeter equation and its adjoint into


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by cyclic permutations of the quark momenta represented by the linear transformations (30). The Bethe-Salpeter
equation is represented diagrammatically in g. 8.
2
Here the operator product is dened similar to (62) but with summation and integration over indices and momenta that
appear on the left in H

P


















denote the irreducible three- and two-body interaction kernels, respectively. Thick arrows on quark lines indicate full quark
propagators.
3.2 The normalization condition
























































is the residue of the bound-state pole in G
P
. If we
multiply this equation from the left hand side with the adjoint amplitude 

P
, the rst term in (66) vanishes according to















































































































A priori the normalization condition provides the correct relation between the amplitudes 

P
and the six-point Green's











Note that the normalization condition for the amplitudes as written in the form of eq. (67) is not manifestly
covariant in contrast to the Bethe-Salpeter equation. But it holds in any frame since both sides of eq. (67) transform
like the time component of a four-vector, if the amplitudes transform properly under Lorentz transformations. However,




































































are the irreducible two- and three-quark interaction kernels.
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4 Reduction to the Salpeter equation
4.1 Motivation and general remarks
In principle, the Bethe-Salpeter equation (65) for three fermions, derived in the foregoing section, provides a suitable
starting point for the covariant description of baryons as bound states of three quarks in the framework of QCD. Solving
this equation for given single quark propagators S
F




, the discrete spectrum of
states is then determined by the normalization condition (69). However, an exact solution of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation within the framework of QCD is impossible, since the quark propagator S
F





are only formally dened in perturbation theory as an innite sum of Feynman diagrams.
Moreover it is unclear, which particular approximation will provide quark connement in hadrons.
But even if the exact kernels and propagators were known in QCD, the dependence on the relative energy (or the
corresponding relative time) variables leads to a complicated analytic pole structure, which so far could be treated
rigorously only in the case of two scalar particles interacting through a (massless) scalar exchange (the so-called
Wick-Cutkosky model, see [12,13]). Thus, the use of general two-quark and three-quark interaction kernels, that
depend on the relative energy variables, leads to serious conceptional and practical problems. To our knowledge the
only attempt to solve (approximately) a full four-dimensional three-quark Bethe-Salpeter equation in Euclidean space
has been performed by Meyer and Bohm [7,14,8] and subsequently by Kielanowski [15] and Falkensteiner [16] in an
approach where baryons were considered as extremely strongly bound systems of three quite heavy constituent quarks




. However, from a modern point of view, the crude approximations and especially the large constituent
quark masses are questionable and not suited for phenomenologically successful applications.
Thus, the use of the full eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equation is of rather limited practical value and the lack
of a connement kernel that could be rigorously derived from QCD anyhow requires an appropriate phenomenological
parameterization: so far, the only ansatz that can give a realistic description of the quark connement and thus can
account for the gross features of the whole baryon spectrum up to highest orbital excitations, is the nonrelativistic
quark model, which uses static two- and three-quark potentials.
For these reasons we will not treat the full three-quark Bethe-Salpeter equation. Instead we try to eliminate the
diÆcult relative energy dependence in order to get a six-dimensional reduction of the full eight-dimensional Bethe-
Salpeter equation, the so-called Salpeter equation [17], with the aim to obtain a framework that is still covariant.
At the same time we want to keep as close as possible to the quite successful nonrelativistic quark potential model
in order to obtain at least this model as a non-relativistic limit. In this spirit, a covariant quark model for mesons
based on the instantaneous qq-Bethe-Salpeter equation has been developed already and has been successfully applied
to the calculation of mass spectra and various transition matrix elements up to high momentum transfers, see [18,
19]. To extend this model for calculations of baryons, we make the same simplifying assumptions and approximations
in the three-quark Bethe-Salpeter equation (sect. 4.2): The full quark propagators S
F
are assumed to be given by





eective interactions that are instantaneous in the rest frame of the bound state, which thus corresponds to the
neglect of retardation eects. We should mention here that the instantaneous approximation can be formulated in a
frame independent way [25], so that formal covariance is preserved, which becomes important for the calculation of
transitions between baryon states, where at least one of the baryon has to be boosted.
In the meson case these approximations allow for a direct and straightforward reduction to the qq-Salpeter equation
[17,18,19] by an analytical integration over the relative energy variable, since the connected instantaneous qq-kernel
cuts the whole relative energy dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The same applies also to the three-quark
Bethe-Salpeter equation, if only an instantaneous, connected three-quark kernel K
(3)
is taken into account and two-
particle kernels are neglected (K
(2)
= 0). In this case the Salpeter equation can be formulated in a concise Hamiltonian
form with some characteristic projector properties that reduce the number of independent functions necessary to de-
scribe a baryon state. For the sake of conceptual simplicity such an approach has been used in our former investigations
[26,27,28], where all kinds of interactions have been parameterized in a kind of collective instantaneous three-body
kernel. In section 4.3 we will rst give a summary of the reduction procedure in this simple and instructive case and
discuss the specic structure of the resulting Salpeter equation.
However, as soon as genuine two-quark kernels K
(2)
are considered, new diÆculties arise since the two-body terms
are unconnected within the three-quark system: despite an instantaneous approximation of K
(2)
there remains a
relative energy dependence due to retardation eects of the third non-interacting spectator quark, which is o-shell in
general. In this respect the elimination of the relative energies is technically and conceptually much more involved and
an enhanced reduction procedure is needed. In section 4.4 we give a procedure that nevertheless allows for the reduction
to a Salpeter equation. The crucial point is the existence of a genuine instantaneous connected part of the interaction
K
(3)
, right from start. In our model this part will be given by a convenient form of a static three-body connement
potential that must be present for all baryon states in all sectors due to the connement hypothesis. Recasting the
Bethe-Salpeter equation into a more convenient form with all two-particle eects collected into a six-point Green's
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function thus provides a similar reduction procedure as in the case of vanishing two-body interactions. Extending a
kind of quasi-potential approach as it was rst proposed by Logunov and Tavkhelidze [29] for the equal-time Green's
function of two scalar particles, all eects of the unconnected two-body interactions can then be transformed into an
eective instantaneous potential that adds to the genuine three-body kernel K
(3)
and we nally end up with a reduced
equation that exhibits the same expedient projector structure as in the case where the dynamics of the quarks is given
by an instantaneous three-body kernel alone. The eective potential, however, consists of an innite perturbation series
of time-ordered Feynman diagrams, which needs to be truncated for explicit calculations. In the subsequent sect. 5
we will analyze the structure of the resulting baryon Salpeter equation and its corresponding Salpeter amplitudes in
detail: a remarkable substantial property of our covariant Salpeter approach will turn out to be that it exhibits a
one-to-one correspondence with the states of the nonrelativistic quark model.
4.2 Approximations
In order to transform the Bethe-Salpeter equation into a solvable integral equation several simplifying approximations
have to be made. To start, we follow the prescription of [18] and assume free quark propagators and instantaneous
interaction kernels.
4.2.1 Free quark propagators
First, we make the assumption that the full quark propagators can be approximated by the usual free fermion propa-

















This approximation is consistent with the picture of a hadron mainly built out of constituent quarks analogous to the
non-relativistic quark model. The eective constituent quark masses m
i
enter as free parameters in our model.
4.2.2 Instantaneous approximation
Moreover, we choose the irreducible two- and three-body interaction kernels to be instantaneous in the rest frame of










































































This approximation corresponds to the neglect of retardation eects in the rest-frame. To preserve the formal covariance
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, however, we need a covariant description of the instantaneous approximation which
holds in any arbitrary reference frame of the bound state. We follow an idea of Wallace and Mandelzweig [25] and
introduce for arbitrary time-like total four-momenta P , P
2
































and a space-like vector p
?
which eectively is three-
dimensional in content. Now the instantaneous approximation, which has been formulated in eqs. (71) and (72) within
3
For a simplied notation we suppress the explicit avor- and color dependencies for the moment.
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the center-of-mass frame of the three-body system, can be formulated in any reference frame (which is specied by the





























































































































































































and, consequently, these give no direct contributions to the normalization condition (69) for the Bethe-Salpeter am-
plitudes. In the rest frame of the baryon where P =









so that the covariant formulation of the instantaneous approximation given in (75) and (76) indeed recovers the con-
ditions (71) and (72) in the center-of-mass frame.
In the two-fermion case [18] it was shown that the assumptions of free quark propagators and instantaneous
interaction kernels are suÆcient to completely eliminate the dependence on the relative energy dependence in order
to arrive at a reduced equation which can be solved with standard techniques. In the three-fermion problem, however,
this is in general not possible, unless we consider systems without two-body interactions. In the more general case
new diÆculties arise from the property of the two-body terms that these are unconnected within the three-body











retardation eects of the third noninteracting spectator quark which is o-shell in general. Accordingly, in K
(2)
P=(M;0)
this remaining relative energy dependence is given explicitly by the inverse single quark propagator of the spectator






























































Thus, the consideration of unconnected two-particle terms in the three-body Bethe-Salpeter equation makes a reduction
technically much more involved, despite the instantaneous approximation of the two-body kernels. With regard to the
goal of nding a convenient reduction procedure it is therefore instructive to consider rst the conceptually much easier
case of vanishing two-particle kernels, where the dynamics of the quarks is determined by a connected instantaneous
three-body kernel alone. In this case the reduction of the eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equation to an equivalent
six-dimensional equation { the so-called Salpeter equation { is straightforward (as in the two-fermion case with a
connected instantaneous two-body kernel [18]).
4.3 The reduction without two-particle kernels
Neglecting the irreducible two-particle interaction kernels, i.e. K
(2)
= 0, and taking only an instantaneous three-body
kernel (75) into account, the Bethe-Salpeter equation and its adjoint in the center-of-mass frame
4
of the baryon with
4
Due to the formally covariant formulation (75) of the instantaneous approximation of the irreducible three-body kernel
(which preserves the formal covariance of the Bethe-Salpeter equation), it is suÆcient (and convenient) to go into the center-
of-mass (CMS) frame
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The crucial point is now that V
(3)






dependences of the Bethe-Salpeter equa-











on the right hand side of eq. (81) acts on 
M
directly and thus can be used to reduce this eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter amplitude to a six-dimensional amplitude

M






















































































































































on the reduced six-dimensional amplitude

M


















































































































which gives a prescription how to reconstruct the full Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes from the Salpeter amplitudes for
any on-shell total momentum. Consequently, in the instantaneous approximation it is suÆcient to know the reduced


















































































































Notice that we do not introduce a new product notation for this six-dimensional integral operation to distinguish it from
the eight-dimensional one. The dierence between the two products should be obvious from the context in which they are used.
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which are usually called amputated Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes or three-quark vertex functions, do not depend on






in the center-of-mass frame of the baryon. Consequently, the analytical dependence of





















the triple tensor product G
0
M
of the free quark propagators. This enables us to reduce the eight-dimensional Bethe-
Salpeter equations for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes to six-dimensional integral equations for the Salpeter amplitudes






dependence on both sides of eqs. (87) and (88). The Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes on
the left hand side reduce to the corresponding Salpeter amplitudes and on the right hand side the relative energy
integration aects merely the free propagator G
0
M



























































































































































































































































































denotes the reduction of the free three-quark propagator G
0
M
dened in eq. (26). Due to the approximative choice of
bare quark propagators with eective constituent quark masses, the analytical structure of G
0
M
















i can be performed analytically
by applying Cauchy's theorem. To this end it is convenient to use the following partial fraction decomposition of the
















































which isolates the pole positions in the energy variable p
0
i




















) are the projectors onto positive and negative energy solutions of the free Dirac









































































































































































= 0. Notice the remarkable property that due to the
pole structure of G
0
M






, the residue theorem merely provides the projectors
onto purely positive-energy and purely negative-energy three-quark states. All mixed components vanish!





















































































































Thus, we have seen that in the case, where the dynamics of the three quarks (fermions) is described by an instan-
taneous, connected three-body kernel alone, the reduction of the full eight-dimensional three-fermion Bethe-Salpeter
equation to the six-dimensional Salpeter equation (in the CMS) is straightforward. The Salpeter equation is equivalent
to the full Bethe-Salpeter equation since eq. (87) allows an exact reconstruction of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 
M
from the solution 
M
of the Salpeter equation in the rest frame. Finally, the formally covariant framework provides the
possibility to obtain the amplitude 

P










According to eq. (99) we nd the remarkable fact that the reduction in the case of pure instantaneous three-
body kernel leads to certain projection properties for the Salpeter amplitudes which eectively reduce the number of
independent functions necessary to describe a baryon state. Let us continue our discussion with some investigations
of this particular structure of the Salpeter equation (99).
4.3.1 The projector structure of the Salpeter equation
Due to the energy projectors appearing in the Salpeter propagator hG
0
M



























































































































whereas all mixed components such as 
++ 
M
vanish. This property reduces the Salpeter amplitudes eectively to only




, in contrast to the full (in Dirac space) 64-component Bethe-Salpeter
amplitudes, which are functions of eight variables. This projector structure implies that for the dynamics of the three
quarks in the bound state (baryon) not the full structure of the instantaneous three-body kernel V
(3)
is relevant, but
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, which describes the coupling to the mixed energy states, plays
no role for spectroscopy (i.e. the determination of bound state masses), although they become relevant for the re-
construction of the full Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 
M
according to eq. (87) and thus can contribute when calculating









































Fig. 10. Time ordered graphs of an instantaneous three-body interaction which contribute to the three-quark propagation in
the Salpeter equation. The instantaneous three-body kernel is represented by the dashed line.
In the language of time-ordered perturbation theory this means that the instantaneity of the kernel prevents the




; : : :, etc. of the
interaction kernel. However, compared to a nonrelativistic ansatz, where all three quarks propagate forward in time
(corresponding here to the components  
+++
), the Salpeter equation takes into account also those diagrams, where
all three quarks propagate backwards in time (triple Z-graphs corresponding to the components  
   
and their








), as shown in g. 10. We want to remark here that the
appearance of these negative energy components in the Salpeter equation is connected with the particle-antiparticle
symmetry due to the CPT invariance of the underlying relativistic eld theoretical framework. We will come back
to this characteristic feature of the Salpeter equation and discuss it in some more detail in sect. 5.2 after we have
taken also the two-particle interactions into account. The importance of the negative energy contributions depends on






  i) of the positive and negative energy components in (99) as can be
illustrated by the following two extreme cases:



























such that the negative energy component in (99) becomes negligible compared to the positive component and one
is led to the so-called reduced Salpeter equation.























In our case of baryons as a bound three-quark system we should denitely be rather far away from the limit of deeply
bounds states. Nevertheless the negative energy term of the Salpeter amplitude might contribute to a certain amount.
4.3.2 Hamiltonian formulation of the Salpeter equation
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represents the relativistic kinetic energy operator.
Of course, a similar representation of the adjoint Salpeter equation, which determines the adjoint amplitude 
M
,
can also be found. Note however, that both equations are not independent, but even are equivalent, since there is a
general
6
interconnection between the Salpeter amplitude 
M
and its adjoint 
M























To be consistent, one has to require: If 
M
is a solution of the Salpeter equation (108), then 
M
, as dened by










, one easily shows that this equivalence of the Salpeter equation (108) and its adjoint implies the following


















































4.3.3 Normalization of Salpeter amplitudes { Scalar product
The normalization condition (67) of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, which reads in the center-of-mass frame with























induces a normalization condition of the corresponding Salpeter amplitudes 
M
. The instantaneous three-body kernel
V
(3)


























, eq. (113) becomes













































which is used to reduce the enclosed













this reduced operator may be





















































































































) = 2M: (116)
Thus, the solutions 
M
of the Salpeter equation have to be normalized according to the usual L
2
-norm just like the
solutions of the ordinary nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. This norm induces a positive denite scalar product































































is independent of the so far considered assumption of vanishing two-body
kernels and other approximations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
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Hence, the normalization condition (116) for solutions 
M





i = 2M: (118)
We want to remark here that a similar treatment of the fermion-antifermion (or the two-fermion) system does not lead
to a positive denite scalar product, owing to a relative sign between the positive and negative energy contributions,
see [18].










which is a direct consequence of the condition (112) on V
(3)





. This guarantees, as in the case of the ordinary Schrodinger equation, two important consequences, namely:
{ The eigenvalues M of H, i.e. the three-fermion bound-state masses are real, i.e. M

=M .


















4.4 The reduction with genuine two-particle kernels
Now let us come back to the general case we are in fact interested in, where in addition to the instantaneous three-
body kernel V
(3)
, the dynamics of the quarks is also determined by the unconnected instantaneously approximated
two body-terms given by (72) and (80). Referring again to the formal covariance of the instantaneous approximation
as before, we choose for these considerations the three-body rest-frame with

P = (M;0)  M . The Bethe-Salpeter









































, the relative energy dependence in the Bethe-Salpeter equation can no longer be separated
and thus, from the outset, the reduction cannot be performed. Nevertheless, we still can take advantage of the






dependence at least is cut by the rst term, due to the instantaneity of V
(3)
. Recasting the
Bethe-Salpeter equation into a more convenient form, this feature will in fact provide a possibility to perform a
reduction, as we will see in the following discussion. But let us emphasize that the way of how to perform the
reduction and consequently the nal form of the Salpeter equation is not unique, although the various resulting
reduced equations are formally equivalent. However, in practice, even the reduced equations are not solvable in general
so that further approximations are indispensable and thus the dierent reduced equations become practically non-
equivalent. Therefore, the reduced equation in its full exact form should, right from start, have an expedient canonical
structure allowing further approximations to be made in a systematical way. Referring to this we will orientate our
considerations according to the instructive canonical form of the Salpeter equation as given in the previously discussed
case of vanishing two-body kernels by eqs. (108) and (109). Before we present this specic method for the reduction
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (120) and its adjoint (121) in practice, let us generally discuss in a rst attempt,
{ how in principle it becomes possible to reduce the eight-dimensional three-fermion Bethe-Salpeter equation to an
equivalent six-dimensional Salpeter equation, provided that the full interaction kernel K
P
contains at least one
connected instantaneous part, as given in our case by the instantaneous three-body kernel,
{ what changes at all in the structure and the properties of the Salpeter equation and thus of the Salpeter amplitudes

M
in comparison to the case discussed previously, where the dynamics was given by an instantaneous three-body
part alone.
4.4.1 A rst attempt { concepts, ideas and problems
In a rst attempt we now want to sketch a procedure showing that a reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (120) can
indeed be achieved, utilizing that V
(3)
cuts the relative energy dependence in one term of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
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appearing on the right hand side of eq. (120), where the unconnected two-body term K
(2)
M
acts on the Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude 
M
directly. This can be reached by recasting the Bethe-Salpeter equation (120) in the following manner.



























on the right hand side indeed has no relative energy dependence due to eq. (89). Now let
us introduce the resolvent G
(2)
M


































This Green's function G
(2)
M

















and thus describes, apart from the free propagation G
0
M
, also the propagation of the three quarks via the unconnected
two-particle interactions alone. Multiplying eq. (122) by this resolvent G
(2)
M
we obtain the Bethe-Salpeter equation in
a form similar to (81), i.e. the case where we neglected the two-particle forces, but with G
0
M
now replaced by G
(2)
M












This form enables us again to exploit the crucial property of the instantaneous kernel V
(3)
to separate the dependence






. Consequently we can proceed in the same way to reduce the Bethe-
Salpeter equations (125) as we did when reducing eq. (81) in the case of vanishing two-quark kernels. According to




on the right hand side of eq. (125) can be reduced to a

























This (in principle) provides us again the possibility to reconstruct the full eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter amplitude

M



















dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is completely determined by the
analytical structure of G
(2)
M






integration on both sides of eq. (127), the
Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 
M
on the left reduces to the Salpeter amplitude 
M
and on the right hand side only G
(2)
M
is aected by this integration and reduces to hG
(2)
M
i. Consequently, we nally end up with the reduced equation which























. Corresponding to the inhomogeneous integral equation (124) this reduction of the Green's




























































+ : : : : (129)
Thus, we have shown that, even with unconnected two-particle kernels, it is in principle possible to reduce the
eight-dimensional three-fermion Bethe-Salpeter equation to a six-dimensional Salpeter equation, provided we choose
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at least one part of the full interaction kernel to be instantaneous. Due to the interconnection (127) of the full eight-
dimensional Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 
M
and its six-dimensional reduction, i.e. the Salpeter amplitude 
M
, the
Salpeter equation is equivalent to the full Bethe-Salpeter equation since eq. (127) provides in principle an equally














i required for solving the Salpeter equation (128), nor G
(2)
M
itself, required for the reconstruction








eq. (129). We do not want to bother about that complexity at the moment and rst consider hG
(2)
M
i in eq. (128) only



























in order to inspect what changes basically in the structure of the Salpeter equation and the corresponding Salpeter
amplitudes. A tedious but straightforward calculation, using the residue theorem for performing the relative energy


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cyclic. perm. of (12) 3 corresponding to the
interacting quark pairs (23) and (31)
(131)

































). The time-ordered Feynman graphs corresponding to the
six dierent terms in eq. (131) are shown in g. 11.




i and thus are of a similar form as the reduction of a genuine instantaneous three-body
interaction diagram. The decisive dierence to the previously discussed case is due to the occurrence of the mixed
energy components (+ + ), (   +), etc. in the remaining four terms (c) - (f), which result from retardation eects
of the unconnected two-particle interactions. In other words: The propagator hG
(2)
M








i, i.e. the restriction to purely positive and purely negative energy components only. This implies (compare the
discussion in subsect. 4.3.1):
{ The Salpeter amplitudes 
M
are no longer eigenstates of the Salpeter projector , but also possess mixed energy
components according to the terms (e) and (f) in (131).









instantaneous three-body kernel V
(3)
, that couples to the mixed components, now contributes to the three-fermion
bound state and therefore to the spectroscopic results.








































































































Fig. 11. Time ordered graphs of the reduced Green's function hG
(2)
M
i up to the Born term (only the interactions in the quark
pair (12) are shown.) The instantaneous two-body interaction between two quarks is represented by the vertical dashed lines
and dots on the aected quark lines. The Born graphs correspond to the expressions of eq. (131).
Note however, that (assuming weakly bound states) the important dominant terms of this Born contribution are
given by the purely positive and negative contributions (a) and (b) due to their particular structure of the energy
denominators:



























) and thus are
anyhow suppressed.
{ In the case
7



























) and hence are
anyway negligible.
The more complex structure of the Salpeter equation (128) restricts its applicability to explicit three-body bound-
state calculations: Due to the explicit appearance of the additional mixed energy components the formulation as an
eigenvalue problem in Hamiltonian form such as in the case of a pure instantaneous three-body kernel is no longer
possible. Moreover further approximations of the reduced Green's function hG
(2)
M
i are indispensable, which gives rise to
the question of how to approximate hG
(2)
M




simply by cutting the Neumann series of G
(2)
M
at nite order (e.g. in the so far considered Born approximation), would
not be suÆcient to describe accurately the eects of the two-particle interaction within a three-body bound state, as




account, one could follow an idea of Phillips and Wallace [32,33,34], who investigated the three-dimensional reduction
of the two-fermion Bethe-Salpeter equation with general four-dimensional (i.e. non-instantaneous) interaction kernels.
Their method provides a generalization of a former formalism of Klein [35,36] using the quasi-potential approach of
Logunov and Tavkhelidze [29] and has a close connection to standard time-ordered perturbation theory. Applying
their idea to our three-body case, their method essentially consists in a systematical prescription to determine order-
by-order (in the coupling of K
(2)
M
) an instantaneous three-particle irreducible kernel K
(2)
M inst
, where irreducibility is




















This would allow for a formulation of the Salpeter equation (128) in a form that is the same as in the previously


















We should note here already that the Salpeter equation generally possesses both positive and negative mass solution due to
the CPT -symmetry (see subsect. 5.2.3). In this respect both cases M > 0 and M < 0 have to be considered.
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However, the method of [32,33] has an inconsistency pointed out by the authors themselves: Obviously, eqs. (132) and




i, eq. (132) would restrict hG
(2)
M
i and consequently 
M
to purely positive and negative components
only. In the next subsection we will therefore improve our reduction procedure such that this method nevertheless
becomes applicable without revealing such inconsistencies.
4.4.2 Reduction to a Salpeter equation in Hamiltonian form
In this subsection we present a systematical reduction procedure, which avoids the diÆculties and inconsistencies of the
foregoing rst attempt and allows for a formulation of the Salpeter equation with a structure quite similar to that of
sect. 4.3, where the dynamics was given by a connected instantaneous three-body interaction alone. Furthermore, this
procedure will provide a systematic approximation of the exact reduced equation that is still manageable in practice
and appropriate for explicit calculations. Our aim is to get a reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation which even in
the presence of unconnected two-quark kernels exhibits the same form and properties as the Salpeter equation (91) in
the case of vanishing two-body terms. Consequently it then can likewise be formulated as an eigenvalue problem (or
at least as a generalized eigenvalue problem) in Hamiltonian form as discussed in subsect. 4.3.2. In other words:
{ The free three-quark propagation shall be given by the Salpeter propagator hG
0
M
i. Accordingly, we search for an
instantaneous three-particle irreducible kernel V
e
M




i, which covers all the complexity arising from the unconnected two-particle interactions and
adds to the genuine instantaneous three-quark kernel V
(3)
.











where  and  are the Salpeter projectors dened in eq. (100) and (101), the reduced equation then merely involves
the purely positive and purely negative energy components. Consequently the reduced amplitudes emerging from
the Salpeter equation and its adjoint must be eigenstates of the Salpeter projector  and , respectively.
{ However, as demonstrated in the previous discussion of subsect. 4.4.1, the Salpeter amplitude itself is no longer
an eigenstate of the Salpeter projector when two-particle interactions are taken into account. We found that in
this case also the mixed energy components occur. Consequently, the reduced amplitude resulting from our desired
reduced equation can not be the full Salpeter amplitude
M






























Equivalence to the Salpeter equation (128) then requires that all interactions via the mixed components must be
eectively taken into account in the quasi-potential V
e
M
and moreover there must be an interconnection which
allows to regain the full Salpeter amplitude
M







Now let us become specic and show how such a kind of reduction can indeed be achieved. To this end we split the















that part of V
(3)

















































  0: (138)
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Recall that in the case of vanishing two-particle kernels only the rst part V
(3)

contributes to the Salpeter equation,
while the residual part V
(3)
R
disappears according to property (138), as discussed in subsect. 4.3.1. But now, in




to the reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation as has been shown in the previous subsect. 4.4.1. Keeping this in mind
we now want to proceed in a way similar to our rst attempt in subsect. 4.4.1, where we transfered the eects of
the retarded two-particle terms K
(2)
M
into the Green's function G
(2)
M
. However, our discussion indicates that it is even
more convenient to absorb together with K
(2)
M
also the instantaneous kernel V
(3)
R






occur exclusively in connection with K
(2)
M
. In this way we achieve that really all complications
resulting from the unconnected two body-terms are gathered in the resolvent G
M



















































































































































are the reductions of the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes as
dened in eqs. (84) and (86). Inserting this back into the Bethe-Salpeter equations we get the prescription how to















































showing that for a reconstruction of the full eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes it indeed suÆces to know











































on both sides of eqs. (149) and (150),









on the right hand side we obtain the reduction hG
M
i of the resolvent G
M
leading to the interconnection between the
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reenter via the mixed energy components of
hG
M






, we nally have to perform the projection on purely
positive and purely negative energy components via the Salpeter projectors  and  on both sides of the eqs. (153)









































which cuts o the mixed energy components on both sides of hG
M











i and consists of an innite number of reduced Feynman diagrams, which all are restricted to purely




























































 + : : : :
The idea is now to classify the reducible and irreducible diagrams in this innite reduced series in the same way as done
in sect. 2, where the quantum eld theoretical six-point Green's function G was non-perturbatively constructed as a
solution of an inhomogeneous eight-dimensional integral equation. But now this classication is done on the reduced
level where irreducibility is understood with respect to the 'free' Salpeter propagator hG
0
M
i. This means that we are





















































to these components only. Formally the determination of V
e
M




, which due to
the projector properties is restricted to the subspace of positive and negative energy components. In particular, this
requires the inversion of the Salpeter propagator hG
0
M






















































the free three-fermion Hamiltonian dened in eq. (110) such that the 'inverse' of hG
0
M















i = ; (161)































A unique denition of the eective, irreducible kernel V
e
M












Finally, having found this quasi potential V
e
M
, we can use eqs. (162) in order to transform the Salpeter equation
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The form and therefore the properties of this reduced bound state equation are indeed exactly the same as in the
case of vanishing two-particle kernels discussed in the sect. 4.3. The only extension is the eective quasi potential V
e
M
which occurs in addition to the genuine instantaneous three-body kernel V
(3)
and absorbs all the complexities entering
via the retardation eects from the unconnected two-quark interactions. Note, however, that V
e
M
, in contrast to V
(3)
,
in general is energy-, i.e. M -dependent as indicated by the subscript M .












and thus end up with a the generalized
9













































































































































The next step is to determine V
e
M













is given by the integral equation (159) which denes V
e
M
and on the right we insert G
M
as










in detail in appendix A, with the restriction (163) the eective instantaneous kernel V
e
M
can be uniquely determined























. The explicit expressions in arbitrary






















































































































Notice the emerging structure of these equations: The reduced Feynman diagram of kth order (i.e. the rst term on




of order k, which we are in fact














= k, as given by the second term in (171), which obviously has to






'generalized' means that now the Salpeter Hamiltonian H
M
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of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (120) have to satisfy the normalization condition, which may be
formulated in the explicitly covariant form (69). The covariant framework ensures that the normalization in the rest-
frame implies the correct normalization of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes 

P
in any frame. In this section we will
determine the corresponding normalization condition for the projected Salpeter amplitudes 

M
, i.e. the solutions of




























To get the analogous condition for the reduced amplitudes, we have to express the eight-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude 
M
and its adjoint 
M







We do this by using the relations (149) and (150), i.e. the prescription how to reconstruct the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes





















Recall that in eq. (141) the Green's function G
M











































where the projected part V
(3)

of the instantaneous kernel V
(3)
has no explicitM -dependence as V
(3)
itself. Therefore,























Using the resolvent equation (176) for the Green's function G
M
the derivative of H
R
M



















































dimensional and the only remaining full eight-dimensional quantity is the derivative of the Green's function G
M
which

























The next step is to get rid of the three-body kernel V
(3)
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, we can then rewrite






























which nally enables us to apply the Salpeter equation (155) and its adjoint (156) in order to absorb the three-body
kernel V
(3)















































The explicit expression for the derivative of the operator h
0
M



















































































































i = 2M: (187)
Here hji denotes the positive denite scalar product (117), which is induced by the L
2
-normalization condition of
the Salpeter amplitude in the case of vanishing two-particle kernels. In comparison to the case where the dynamics is
determined by an instantaneous three body kernel alone we thus nd that (owing to its explicit energy dependence)
the eective kernel V
e
M
in general leads to an additional contribution to the norm.
4.4.4 Lowest order contributions to the eective kernel
In equations (169 { 171) we displayed the general order-by-order prescription to construct V
e
M
. In practice, we have to
approximate the eective kernel V
e
M
, which itself consists of an innite number of terms. A systematical approximation


















































Note that such a nite order approximation of V
e
M













It is worthwhile to mention that this subsequent approximation of the Salpeter equation (within the CMS frame) still
preserves formal covariance. Our reduction procedure and thus the construction of V
e
M
can be covariantly formulated







Consequently, also the truncation (188) of the eective kernel V
e
M
can in fact be performed frame-independently. An-
other aspect concerning the approximation (188) requires attention. For the calculation of transition matrix elements








are known exactly) can be reconstructed by the
prescription (149) via the Green's function G
M
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of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 
M





amplitude. As shown in ref. [31] a consistent prescription for an approximated reconstruction of the Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude can indeed be found.




up to second order.








we can refer to a former result of subsect. 4.4.1 given in eq. (131). According to eq.
(170) the projectors  and  select the purely positive and negative energy components, i.e. the terms (a) and (b) of
eq. (131), and cut o the mixed contributions, which correspond to the terms (c) to (f). We then nd the following,
rather simple result, which is a sum of three unconnected two-fermion potentials for each quark pair (see also g. 12































































































































































cyclic. perm. of (12) 3 corresponding to the
























































i due to eq. (190). The instantaneous two-body kernel
(shown for the quark pair (12) only) is represented by the vertical dashed line.




Already in second order the expressions become much more complex: Using the recipe given by eqs. (169 { 171) we










































































































































































) and again we can go back to
subsect. 4.4.1 and use the result (131) to compute the explicit expression of W
(2)
M
. However, in contrast to the Born
term, now the terms (c) to (f) of the expression (131) that couple also to the mixed energy components, enter only.






the mixed energy components appear internally in W
(2)
M
. Notice that the terms of W
(2)
M
are suppressed with respect




























by means of the Salpeter equation. This is apparent from the dierent non-singular internal
energy denominators in W
(2)
M
in comparison to the singular expression hG
0
M
i that emerge in the reducible terms (see
eq. (131) and the subsequent discussion of the corresponding terms (a), (b) $ (c), (d), (e), (f) in subsect. 4.4.1). A































































































Fig. 13. Time ordered graphs of the contribution W
(2)
M




given in eq. (193). The instantaneous
three-body kernel is represented by the vertical dashed line that connects three quark lines (indicated by the dots). The
instantaneous two-particle kernel is shown for the pair (12) only.
Furthermore, the second irreducible part on the right hand side of eq. (191), which is of second order in the two-body






























































the corresponding cyclic permutations of K
12
M


































































+ corresponding terms with interacting quark pairs (23) and (31).
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is built up by a two-fold iteration of the corresponding Born graphs (190), so that we are left with an irreducible























Fig. 14. Time ordered graphs of the unconnected irreducible two-particle kernel U
(2)
M
as dened in eq. (195). Here only the
term (12)3 is shown.
Secondly, we nd a connected part C
(2)
M
that contains the sum of all possible irreducible quark-exchange diagrams.































































corresponding terms with other quark pairings in the incoming and
outgoing channels: (23, 12), (12, 31), (31, 12), (31, 23) and (23, 31)








































































Fig. 15. Time ordered graphs of the connected irreducible quark-exchange interaction C
(2)
M
as dened in eq. (196). As an
example only term (12, 23) is shown.






















, is lengthy but straightforward and can be performed by making again elaborate use of the residue







, the structure and coordinate dependence of these explicit expressions is rather complicated







M -dependence. We restrict our explicit calculations to the leading Born term (Born approximation).
5 Bound-states in Born approximation of the quasi-potential
The discussion of the lowest order contributions to the eective quasi-potential V
e
M
in the last section clearly showed
that with increasing order of the contributions to V
e
M
the explicit expressions rapidly become more complicated. While
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contains a lot of dierent irreducible terms whose structure is quite complex and thus impedes an eÆcient
numerical treatment. Therefore, expecting these contributions to be small in comparison to the leading Born term, we









only. For the sake of completeness let us summarize the corresponding expressions for the Salpeter equation and
the normalization condition in this approximation. These equations shall constitute the basis of our quark model for
baryons.
5.1 Salpeter equation and normalization condition
Approximating the series (169) by the leading Born term (190), the approximated Salpeter equation (166) can still be






























































































































































































+ corresponding terms with interacting quark pairs (23) and (31):
Note the striking structural dierence between the connected three-body part and the unconnected two-body part:
The two body term shows a relative sign between the positive and negative energy projectors and occurrence of the
identity (instead of 
0
) in the Dirac space of the spectator quark.
To be consistent, the same approximation of V
e
M
must also be used in the normalization condition (187). In Born
approximation, the second term in the normalization condition (187) vanishes, owing to the explicit M -independence

















i = 2M: (200)
Consequently, the solutions 

M
of the Salpeter equation (199) in Born approximation of V
e
M
have to fulll the same
L
2
-normalization condition (116) as in the case where the dynamics was determined by the instantaneous three-body























































) = 2M: (201)
The Salpeter equation for 

M
and the corresponding adjoint equation for 

M
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which implies that the Salpeter Hamiltonian (199) in Born approximation of the eective kernel is hermitean with


















As in the case of vanishing two-quark kernels this again guarantees that
{ the eigenvalues (bound-state masses) M of H are real, i.e. M

=M ;






















5.2 Symmetries of the Salpeter equation




that followed from the interconnection of the amplitude 

M
and its adjoint 

M
and guarantee the hermiticity of the
Salpeter Hamiltonian H with respect to the positive denite scalar product hji. We are led to further conditions on
the kernels if we regard the symmetries which the strong interaction of the quarks has to respect. Since the underlying
theory, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), is invariant under parity transformations (P), time-reversal (T ) and charge




is a solution of the Salpeter equation, the same must also hold for D 

M
with D 2 fP; T ; Cg the representation





. Below we shall investigate




that follow from these invariance conditions.
Instead of P, T and C we alternatively consider P, T and CPT .
5.2.1 Parity invariance











































) the dierent energy components of 
M
represent invariant
subspaces under the parity transformationP, such that P decomposes into irreducible representations on these dierent
subspaces. In particular, the Salpeter projector  commutes
10





































, which actually appear in the Salpeter






is a solution of the Salpeter equation, i.e. the
Salpeter Hamiltonian has to commute with the representation P of the parity transformation, i.e. [P; H] = 0. With
[P; ] = 0 and the invariance of the free Hamiltonian H
0
under P, i.e [P; H
0
] = 0, one readily deduces the following





































































As usual, [P; H] = 0 also implies that the solutions 

M









with denite parity  = 1.
10
The brackets [; ] denote the commutator [A;B] := AB  BA
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5.2.2 Time-reversal invariance


































Again the dierent energy components of 
M
dene invariant subspaces under the time-reversal transformation ac-



















). In particular, we nd that the Salpeter projector
is time-reversal invariant, i.e. [T ; ] = 0, such that we have a representation of the time-reversal transformation on












































To respect time-reversal invariance of the strong interaction, we must impose that [T ; H] = 0. Using the invariance
property [T ; ] = 0 of  and the time-reversal invariance of the free Hamiltonian H
0
, i.e. [T ; H
0




























































































5.2.3 CPT -symmetry { Interpretation of negative bound-state masses
The Salpeter HamiltonianH being hermitean with respect to the positive denite scalar product (117) guarantees that
the eigenvalues M , i.e. the bound-state masses, are real, as one imposes for physically acceptable solutions. However,
H is not positive denite, since even the free HamiltonianH
0
is not positive. Accordingly, H in general possesses both
positive and negative eigenvalues and the spectrum might be even unbound from below. These negative eigenvalues, at
rst face seem physically unacceptable and the corresponding amplitudes also contradict the normalization (201) via
the positive denite L
2
-norm. Nevertheless, these negative energy solutions with M < 0 can be interpreted physically
meaningful. In fact, since our covariant Salpeter approach is based on relativistic quantum eld theory, it should reveal
a particle-antiparticle symmetry as a characteristic feature due to CPT -invariance. Accordingly, we demand that the



























































in order to ensure that the three-quark Salpeter equation in fact respects the CPT -symmetry of the strong interaction.
In this manner the negative bound-state masses get a well dened physical interpretation as we will see in the following










































































































































































The brackets f; g denote the anticommutator fA;Bg := AB +BA
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is a solution of the Salpeter equation, but now































Consequently, the eigenvalues come in pairs with opposite sign, but with eigenfunctions (Salpeter amplitudes) having
opposite parity. This symmetry indeed allows the interpretation of the negative energy solutions for a given set





























This is a new interesting feature of our Salpeter equation-based baryon model in contrast to nonrelativistic (or
relativized) quark potential models, which are usually based on the ordinary Schrodinger equation: Solving the Salpeter
equation for xed spin J yields at the same time both the positive and the negative parity bound state spectrum of
the baryons, see g. 16 for a diagrammatical illustration of this feature. Furthermore the positive and negative parity







Fig. 16. Interpretation of the negative energy solutions due to the CPT -symmetry of the Salpeter equation represented by eq.
(219). See text for explanation.


















, the roles of the positive and negative






























Consequently, only both subspaces of purely positive and negative energy components together (but not separately)
dene an invariant subspace under the CPT -transformation. Thus really both subspaces are necessary to get an
(irreducible) representation of CPT . In particular the so-called reduced Salpeter equation, in which the negative
components are a priori neglected (Tamm-Danco approximation), violates in general the CPT -symmetry.
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5.3 Eigenstates of the Salpeter projector
Let us come back to the specic projector structure of the Salpeter equation and discuss in some more detail the






viously are eigenstates of the Salpeter projector. These projection properties of the solutions reduce the number of
independent functions necessary to describe the baryon state. Due to the form of the Salpeter projector  the solutions
split into the two orthogonal purely positive and purely negative energy components and thus the (in Dirac space)
64-component function in fact reduces to an eectively 16-component function only. To perform this reduction of the
Salpeter amplitude to a 16-component function we have to determine the general form of the eigenstates of the Salpeter
projector . To this end we will consider rst the positive and negative energy solutions of the free Dirac equation
for a spin-1=2 particle. These four-component Dirac spinors, which are the eigenstates of the energy projectors 

,
can be constructed in the usual way by the embedding map of two-component Pauli spinors. This scheme can then be
generalized to the (projected) three-fermion Salpeter amplitudes 

M
which are eigenstates of the Salpeter projector
 and accordingly are formed by a three-fermion embedding map.
For the following considerations it is convenient to adjust our notation to the symmetry properties of the Salpeter
amplitude under permutations of the quarks, especially in the case of dierent quark masses. So far we used a simplied





and we assigned to each quark
i an individual quark mass m
i













































































:= jfihf j such that the free Hamiltonian H
0







































become permutationally invariant operators.
5.3.1 Dirac spinors as embedded Pauli spinors








for a single spin-1=2 particle with mass m, i.e. the positive
and negative energy solutions of the free Dirac equation on the positive/negative mass shell R

m
:= fp 2 IR
4
: hp; pi =
m
2
; p = (!
m










(p) =  
+
m
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with 
i



















orthogonal eigenstates  

m
of the energy projectors 

m














































































which account for the correct mass assignment for each avor f and accordingly map to eigenstates of the energy
projectors 












(p) = 0 (233)
5.3.2 Embedding map for Salpeter amplitudes 

M












































are eigenstates of the positive and negative energy projectors 

. According to the above discussion we now dene


















































in terms of the embedded three-particle amplitudes '

M
which involve triple tensor products of Pauli spinors only.
Finally, we have for the Salpeter amplitude 

M



































and thus the determination of the (in Dirac space originally 4
 4 




equation reduces via the embedding map to nding the two (only 2 
 2 




the isometry of the embedding maps T


































i denotes the usual nonrelativistic (positive denite) L
2
norm. The next step is to investigate the
structure of these three-quark Pauli amplitudes for a given set of quantum numbers specifying a baryon, in order to
nd a proper basis.
5.4 General decomposition of the Salpeter amplitudes
The three-quark Salpeter amplitude 

M
of a baryon is characterized by a set of quantum numbers that are conserved
under the strong interaction. We consider in this work light baryons, which are built up by quarks with avors up (u),
down (d) and strange (s). The avor-SU (3) symmetry is explicitly broken to SU (2)













only the SU (2) isospin symmetry shall be assumed to be exact.
Due to parity invariance, rotational invariance and this (broken) avor invariance a baryon is then characterized by
the parity , the total spin J with 3-component M
J
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according to Pauli's principle, the (projected) Salpeter amplitude, together with its positive and negative energy com-
ponents, must be totally antisymmetric under permutations  2 S
3
.














describing a baryon with the quantum num-
bers listed above. In order to determine the structure of its embedded Pauli spinors, we have to investigate, how
the corresponding transformation properties of the Salpeter amplitude 

M






































With our special choice (228) and (229) for the embedding operations T

m









On the right hand side, P
0




























preserves parity, whereas T
   
reverses parity, and, consequently, for a Salpeter amplitude with






, the positive energy Pauli amplitude has the same parity , whereas the negative










{ The Salpeter amplitudes 

M
transform under rotations R
!













































where u = exp ( i  !) 2 SU (2); (245)























, which acts on the Pauli amplitudes '

M
, is exactly the usual nonrela-
tivistic representation of the rotation R
!

































Thus, to get the irreducible subspaces fJ; M
J
=  J; : : : ; Jg of D
R
!




total spin J and 3-component M
J
, the Pauli amplitudes '

M











{ As mentioned already, the three-quark embedding operators T

explicitly break the avor-SU (3) symmetry by




and only a SU (2) 
 U (1) invariance remains. The operators of isospin and
strangeness hence commute with the embedding maps T










{ The three-quark embedding operations T

apparently are completely symmetric under arbitrary permutations
 2 S
3
















are the representations of the permutation  2 S
3
on the Salpeter and Pauli amplitudes,
respectively. This is a crucial point that permits to reduce the symmetry considerations of the Salpeter amplitudes
to the embedded Pauli spinors. As the baryon Salpeter amplitude 

M
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To dene a basis for the totally antisymmetric three-quark Salpeter amplitude we can thus proceed in the same manner



























































































































































The momentum space wave function  

L
and the spin function 
S





























































in (252) is such








= S, and, nally, the
baryon amplitude becomes totally antisymmetric with the totally antisymmetric color-singlet state C
A
.
Finally, let us discuss the implications of the present covariant approach with respect to the baryonic spectrum and
the nonrelativistic quark model. According to the preceding discussion, the structure of the Salpeter amplitudes seems
to be very similar to that usually considered in the nonrelativistic quark model: The Pauli amplitude embedded by the
positive energy embedding map T
+++
is of exactly the same structure as the usual nonrelativistic wave function for a
given set of quantum numbers. But note the additional negative energy contribution to the Salpeter amplitude: For a
specic parity  of the baryon the embedding operator T
   
brings also the nonrelativistic wave functions with the





Thus, at a rst glance, our approach seems to posses a larger number of states than the nonrelativistic approach. But
recall that the negative mass ( M < 0) solutions of the Salpeter equation can be interpreted as the antibaryon states
to baryons of just the opposite parity  , due to the CPT -symmetry of the Salpeter equation. Exactly these negative
mass states, which after CPT transformation become the baryon states (M > 0) with opposite parity, correspond to
the additional states with the 'wrong' parity  . This feature becomes even more apparent, if we analyze the eect




























such that the CPT transformation essentially switches the embedding maps of positive and negative energy and hence
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the CPT -transformation together with the property (254) of the embedding maps then yields the following relations















































which means that the CPT -transformation just interchanges the roles of both Pauli amplitudes. Thus we nd in our
present covariant approach exactly the same number of states as in the nonrelativistic quark model, a feature that in
general can not be taken for granted in a relativistic approach: Consider e.g. the naive avor-SU (3) quark model. To
explain the lowest lying multiplet it is assumed that the ground state orbital wave function is a totally symmetric S-
wave, the color state is completely antisymmetric and hence the spin-avor state has to be totally symmetric, which in
the nonrelativistic approximation restricts the possible multiplets to a avor octet with spin-1=2 and a avor decuplet
with spin-3=2. In a relativistic quark model, however, the number of spin-degrees of freedom is doubled for each quark,
due to the presence of the lower components, which means that in the relativistic avor-SU (3) model the number
of possible symmetric spin-avor multiplets is much higher than in the nonrelativistic approach, see e.g. [8,14,37,
38], in contrast to the experimental ndings, which can be explained qualitatively by the naive nonrelativistic model
very well. Our approach does not reveal this problem, owing to the Salpeter projector  and the CPT -symmetry of
the Salpeter equation, which circumvents such a proliferation of the number of states. Note that this feature of our
model is a direct consequence of the instantaneous approximation or, more precisely, of the instantaneous ansatz for
the genuine three-body (connement) kernel. In view of the success of nonrelativistic quark models to account for the
correct number of baryon excitations we in fact consider this to be one of the main empirical arguments to use this
instantaneous ansatz.
6 Summary and conclusion
In this paper we presented how a relativistically covariant constituent quark model for baryons can be constructed
within the general framework of quantum eld theory. We started with the basic eld theoretical quantities describing
bound states of three fermions { the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and their adjoints { which form the residua at the
bound-state poles of the six-point Green's function. The Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, which might be considered as the
covariant analogues of 'wave functions' in the ordinary nonrelativistic approach, obey a homogeneous eight-dimensional
integral equation in momentum space { the so-called Bethe-Salpeter equation. In principle, this is the basic equation
for the covariant description of bound states of three quarks in the framework of QCD, i.e. solving this equation for
given single quark propagators and irreducible interaction kernels the discrete spectrum of baryons is then determined
by the normalization condition.
However, neither the full quark propagators nor the interaction vertices are reliably known functions in case of
QCD such that reasonable phenomenological approximations for these basic ingredients of the Bethe-Salpeter equation
were necessary. In order to remain as close as possible in contact with the features of the non-relativistic quark model
we adopted the concept of constituent quark masses using free quark propagators with eective quark masses and
the concept to describe the quark interactions by instantaneous, unretarded potentials. Although both replacements
are chosen purely phenomenologically they are justied reasonably well by the apparent success of nonrelativistic
potential models. As in the corresponding framework for mesons both assumptions then allowed a reduction of the
full (eight-dimensional) Bethe-Salpeter equation to a reduced six-dimensional equation (Salpeter equation) in the
case of instantaneous three-quark forces. In this case we obtained an equation for the reduced amplitudes (Salpeter
amplitudes) with a structure quite similar to the ordinary Schrodinger equation and the normalization condition
for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes reduced to the ordinary L
2
normalization condition inducing a positive denite
scalar product. Complications arose, when two-particle interactions appeared, since these unconnected forces within
the three-body system prevented a straightforward reduction as in the case of a pure three-body interaction alone.
However, a reasonable treatment of these forces within the Salpeter framework is important since in quark models
the three-body connement forces are naturally supplemented by two-body residual interactions like the one-gluon-
exchange or instanton-induced forces. We presented a method how in connection with the genuine instantaneous
three-body kernel a reduction to a Salpeter equation of the same structure can nevertheless be achieved by deriving
an eective instantaneous three-body kernel which parameterizes all eects of the two-body interactions.
As a crucial property of the instantaneous approximation we found that it leads to a one-to-one correspondence
with the states of the non-relativistic quark model, a fact which generally can not be taken for granted in relativistic
approaches according to the doubling of the spin-degrees of freedom. In this respect the special projector structure
of the Salpeter equation reduces the number of functions necessary to describe the bound state and thus circumvents
a proliferation of the number of states: The Salpeter amplitudes, which still contain the full Dirac structure with
positive and negative energy components, can be formed by an isometric embedding map of ordinary non-relativistic
three-quark Pauli wave functions.
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We found the appearance of the negative energy components to be related to the particle-antiparticle symmetry
due to the CPT invariance: The spectrum of the Salpeter equation contains antiparticle solutions corresponding to
particles with charge conjugated quantum numbers. This is a new feature of our Salpeter model for baryons and quite
in contrast to ordinary nonrelativistic or relativized quark models. Solving the Salpeter equation for xed spin J yields
at the same time both the positive- and negative-parity bound-state spectrum and in particular positive and negative
parity states are coupled in this way and are not independent as in nonrelativistic approaches.
The fully relativistic kinematics and the formal covariance of our approach overcomes the old diÆculties of non-
relativistic approaches which in fact should be completely inadequate for small constituent quark masses. We expect
the three-quark Salpeter equation to provide a more reasonable framework for quark models of baryons that should
be superior to other treatments such as the nonrelativistic potential model [39,40] or its simple so-called "relativized"
extension [41]. In particular it oers the possibility to investigate the eects of the full Dirac structure of residual forces
like the one-gluon-exchange or instanton-induced interaction and moreover it allows for the rst time a reliable test
of possible assumptions concerning the Dirac structure of three-body conning forces. In two subsequent papers [1,2]
we will therefore investigate explicit quark models based on the purely theoretical results of this paper and present
concrete calculations of the complete non-strange and strange baryon spectrum up to 3 GeV.
Acknowledgments: We have proted very much from scientic discussions with V. V. Anisovich, G. E. Brown, E. Klempt,
A. V. Sarantsev and E. V. Shuryak to whom we want to express our gratitude. We also thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
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A Appendix: Determination of the eective kernel V
e
M
In this appendix we derive a prescription to construct the eective quasi potential V
e
M
which has been introduced in







































and on the right G
M
























Now the goal is to solve eq. (258) for V
e
M












such that the Neumann series of G
M



































The eective kernel V
e
M
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Collecting all terms of equal power in the third term (which is of the order 
2
), the multiple power series can be

















































































































































































which now enables us to solve for V
e
M
() order-by-order by comparing the expansion coeÆcients of each power k of

























































































































Finally, we amputate the free Salpeter propagators hG
0
M
i using the Hamiltonian h
0
M
with eq. (161) and thus, with
the restriction (163) for V
e
M
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Finally, let us discuss how the instantaneous term V
(3)
R
, i.e. that part of V
(3)
that couples to the mixed energy




. As we mentioned already, this part of V
(3)









the isolated contribution of V
(3)
R


































i = 0; (272)










































































i = 0: (273)
3. Also, the reduced irreducible kernel V
e
M
does not contain two direct iterations of V
(3)
R
either, since such terms are

















































and thus are built by iterating two reduced Feynman diagrams of lower order.






only such that K
(2)
M








(and even in G
M




can occur. We want to remark here that this limitation of the number of direct iterations of V
(3)
R
oers an alternative counting scheme for the determination of V
e
M
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